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Mention the words Doctor Who and your mind immediately goes to that famous blue telephone box.

This kit features a replica of the most iconic prop from the show &#151; the Tardis &#151; the time

machine which transports the Doctor through time and space. (Tardis includes lightup feature!). Kit

also includes fold-up timeline on the history of the Tardis, featuring full-color photos.
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"Dr. Who," the BBC's landmark science fiction television show, launched in 1963. Since then the

series has become a global phenomenon among millions of fans. New doctors have kept the show

going. The transition from one actor to another is written into the plot of the show as a

"regeneration" whereby the Doctor takes on a new body but all along representing the same

character. Officially named the "most successful" and "longest running sci-fi series ever" by "The

Guinness Book of Records," "Dr. Who" celebrates its fiftieth anniversary in 2013.

Perfect as a cake-topper for any Doctor Who fan.

This light-up Tardis works great. I used it in a 3D art project. I had to drill a few holes in it to attach it

to the back and to rewire it in order to use a switch on the side of the frame. It held up very well and

looks fantastic!

I bought this in part because I thought that assembling a mini-Tardis would be a fun pre-wedding



activity for me and my fiance. Be forewarned: although it is called a "kit" there is nothing to put

together. It's a figurine with no assembly required. I was also expecting the windows to light up, but

only the top lights up.All in all it is cute and will make a nice little cupcake topper. It's just not what I

expected.

I'm a lifelong fan of Doctor Who and wanted a small Tardis to sit on my desk at home, (I'm an ex-pat

Brit who has watched the show since Tom Baker's 4th Doctor was just starting to save the

universe.) At just 3" tall - to the top of the light, this Tardis is great. I was surprised by the level of

detail for such a small model, and the fact it lights up is a nice touch too. At under ten bucks I'm very

glad I bought this.

Bought this for my 12 yr old daughter for her Birthday in August. She's a big Doctor Who fan and

loves Matt Smith! She adores her new little TARDIS. I used it as a cake topper for her cake!

If you aee looking for a kit to build a tardis do NOT purchase this item! I would have never labeled it

a kit since it comes completely together. It was much smaller than I had thought but was very cute

and worked straight out of the box. It's about the perfect palm-sized TARDIS you could ever want

though, if that is the size you are looking for. Remember, it's bigger on the inside! Just wish I could

fit through the door....

Substantial plastic, lights up as advertised. Giving 4 stars though because in the end it's a bit boring

product - solid plastic box with a small glowing light.

I knew it wasn't going to be huge, but the picture is very misleading. It's three inches tall and has a

cheap light on top. Definitely not worth $10! I bought this for my daughter thinking it would be perfect

for her Dr Who themed bedroom to be displayed on the shelf beside the huge painting her boyfriend

made for her opposite of the dalek statue. It's not even tall enough to cover the frame on the picture.

I guess it was my fault for not looking into it better. The strand of Christmas light Tardis are larger

than this and better made. So check though out before buying this one.
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